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Your Guide to Easy and Secure Windows Vista Networking is a complete beginner’s guide to creating, configuring, administering, and using a small network using Windows Vista computers. Inside you’ll find comprehensive coverage of networking hardware, including Ethernet (wired) hardware (from NICs to cables to switches to routers) and wireless Hardware--from wireless NICs to access points to range extenders.
 

We include handy “buyer’s guides” that tell you how to make smart choices when purchasing network hardware. With hardware in hand, we then show you how to roll up your shirtsleeves and put everything together, including configuring a router, laying cable, and connecting the devices. Next, we then show you how to wrangle with Windows Vista’s networking features. These techniques include using the Network and Sharing Center, managing wired and wireless connections, accessing shared network resources, sharing local resources on the network, and working with network files offline. And if you are a music and video aficionado, we’ve got you covered with a special chapter that shows you just how to set up a networked Vista PC as your digital media hub!

 

No networking book would be complete without extensive coverage of security issues that affect anyone connected to the Internet. We show you how to secure each computer, secure your global networking settings, and batten down your wireless connections. The last part of the book includes intermediate networking tasks such as 

making remote connections, monitoring the network, troubleshooting network problems, and setting up Vista’s built-in web server and FTP server.

 

•    No longer is networking a topic that only geeks need to understand. If you have even one computer on the Internet or if you use wireless in your home or office, you need this book!

•    Extensive hardware coverage that shows you what equipment to buy and how to set it up!

•    Easy to follow buyer’s guides that enable anyone to make smart and informed choices when purchasing networking hardware.

•    Complete and comprehensive coverage of Windows Vista’s networking features.

•    Thwart hackers, crackers, thieves and other Internet malefactors by following our easy to understand chapters on security!

•    Loaded with tips, tricks, and shortcuts to make networking easier and more secure.

•    Chock full of real-world examples and network configurations that you can put to work today!


About the Author




Paul McFedries is a full-time technical writer who has worked with computers in one form or another since 1975 and has used Windows since version 1 was foisted upon an unsuspecting (and underwhelmed) world in the mid-1980s. He is the author of more than 60 computer books that have sold more than three million copies worldwide. His recent titles include the Sams Publishing books Windows Vista Unleashed and Windows Home Server Unleashed and the Que Publishing books Formulas and Functions with Microsoft Excel 2007, Tricks of the Microsoft Office 2007 Gurus, and Microsoft Access 2007 Forms, Reports, and Queries. Please visit Paul’s website at http://www.mcfedries.com/. Paul is also the proprietor of Word Spy (http://www.wordspy.com) a website devoted to tracking new words and phrases as they enter the English language.
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EDA for IC Implementation, Circuit Design, and ProcessTechnology (Electronic Design Automation for Integrated Circuits Handbook)CRC Press, 2006
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) is a spectacular success in the art of engineering.Over the last quarter of a century, improved tools have raised designers’ productivity by a factor of more than a thousand.

Without EDA,Moore’s law would remain a useless curiosity. Not a single billion-transistor chip could be designed or...
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Methods of Historical Analysis in Electronic Media (Lea's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
Methods of Historical Analysis in Electronic Media provides a foundation for historical research in electronic media by addressing the literature and the methods—traditional and the eclectic methods of scholarship as applied to electronic media. It is about history—broadcast electronic media history and history that has been broadcast,...
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Buying & Selling Sports Collectibles on eBayCourse Technology PTR, 2004
If you’re a sports fan, you’ve probably bought some kind of sports memorabilia sometime in your life. Folks can buy all kinds of stuff at the ballpark or at the stadium, ranging from jerseys to hats to balls and photos. There are keychains, trading cards, blankets, bobble head dolls, and even cookbooks designed for fans who love their...
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Handbook of Graph TheoryCRC Press, 2003

	Over tlid- past forty years, graph theory has been one of the most rapidly growing

	areas of mathematics. Siuee 19oO, more than 10.000 different authors have published

	papers classified as graph l he or Ñƒ by XI nth Reviews, and for the past decade, over 1000

	graph theory papers have been published each year.
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Blogging All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	A complete guide to creating and establishing your place in the blogosphere!


	New blogs are being launched at the rate of 175,000 a day. To stand out from the masses, bloggers need the detailed information and advice packed into this all-in-one guide.


	Here's what new bloggers need to get started and what...
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Apache Camel Developer's Cookbook (Solve Common Integration Tasks With Over 100 Easily Accessible Apache Camel Recipes)Packt Publishing, 2013

	For Apache Camel developers, this is the book you'll always want to have handy. It's stuffed full of great recipes that are designed for quick practical application. Expands your Apache Camel abilities immediately.


	Overview

	
		A practical guide to using Apache Camel delivered in dozens of small,...
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